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Radloactive Isotopes of the Rare Earth Elements 

II. Neodymium Isotopes 

Geoffrey Wilkinson and Harry G. Hicks 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chem~stry 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

January 20, 1949 

Abstract 

The techniques of study of radioactive isotopes of the rare · 

earth e l0ments described previously( S) have been applied to neodymium. 

Using the 60-inch Crocker Laboratory cyclotron, bombardments have 

been made of praseodymium with 19 and. 9 !'lev deuterons and 10 Mev 

protons. The characteristics of the neodymium isoto·,;es are given in 

Table I. 

Table 1 · 

j!so~:ope=Type of I{a2l.iatio~l lialf-Life 
I 

Energy of Radi~tion 
in Mev· 

~~~--"~--~----------Particles ; y rays 

+ K 1 3.3- 0.1 K x·-rays Pr-d-3n 
· · days· ·rvl·. 2· 

I (weak) 

Ndl40 

---+----!---l------t----:.~--

Ndl41 K B+(2c/) • ., . ,.: ' ( K x-l"ays 
1.0·5· 

Pr-d-2n 
Pr·-p·-n J 

1----~--------~------~------~----~------
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Radioactive Isotopes of the Rare Earth Elements 

II. Neoc.ymium Isotopes 

Geoffrey Wilkinson an0. Harry G. Hicks 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

January 20, 1949 

· The i·soto:pe Nd·141 has been reported
1 

to have a· 2. 5-hour half-

(1) J. D.·Kurbatov, D. c. MacDonald, M. L. Pool, L. L. ~uill, Phys. 
Rev. ~1, 106 ·( 1942) • 

life, and to emit positrons of energy 0.78 Mev. The activity was 
1 . 1, 2, 3 

Pl"'oduced by proton b·omb-ard.ment· of· pra-seod~{mium- -, · by n· 2n · · · · and _,_ 

(2) M. L. Pool and L. L. Q.uill, Phys. Rev. 53, 437 (1938). 

(3) H. B. Law, M. L. Pool, J. D. Kurbatov and L. L. Quill, Phys. 
Rev ... ·59,· 9·36 ( 1941 ) .• 

'[ ,g 1 ' 3 reactions on neodymium, and possibly by a £,H3 reaction 

on neodymj_um1 ' 2 • Chem1cal separations wer•e not made. 

In the present work, chemical separations were made by ion ex-

change columns. The 2.5-hr. activity has been characterized in more 

detail and allocated to Nd141, while a new isotope, Nc114°, has been 

obser'ved by Pr-£.-3n reaction. This isoto~e decays by orbital elec-. . 

tron captill'e to form the positron emitter Pr•l40. In bombardments, 

spectroscopically pure, column separated praseodymlum oxide, Pr6o11, 

was used4 • The techniques of bombardments, chemical separations, 

(4) We are indebted to I1r. R. c. Lilly of thJ.s laboratory for 
preparation of this material~ 
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and measurements of radioactivity have been previously descx•ibed5. 

(5) G. Wilkinson and H. G. Hicks, ''Radioactive Isoto)es of the Rare 
· · EaT•th Elements·.· Part I" ·, · Phys·. · Rev·. -(·in pres·S') • · · · · · · · · · · 

I. 14 5-I'-1inute Nd 141 

Measurements of the radiatibn characteristics of this isotope 

were made on unseparated . praseodymium which had been bombarded with 

10-Mev protons. The proof of the chemical identity by the standard 

ion-excharl8e resin column·p:rocedure used previously was almost im-

possible, since the neodymium fraction leaves the column only after 

about 2.5 days. A 4 em. x 0.4 em. column was there.fo:..:e used, with 

conditions of flow, elutlng agent, etc., the same as before. 

Although the separation of neodymium and praseodymium is unsatisfac-

, tory from the chemical standpoint, these fractions leave the small 

column in about 12 hours, a time short enough to allow detection of 

the 145-minute activity. Such an experiment was made for a Pr + d 

bombardment. The ratio of the 145-minute activity to the 19.3-hr. 

Pr142 activity formed by d,£ reaction was estimated, corr•ections for 

decay from a reference time beinc; made for both activities. The 

ratio decreased rapidly in samples following the "break through" 

of active material showing that the 145-minute activity elutes be-

fore praseodymium. :::'urther, spectroscopic analysis showed that the 

l9e3-hour activity followed the praseodymium, while in the first 

active sample where the 145-minute decay was observed, praseodymium 

was below the limits of detection. The chemical identity of the 

145-minute activity as neodymium is, therefore, fairly certain. 
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The gross decay of the activity was followed through eight 

half-lives, the hard y...J."adiat:i.on throu:;h six half-lives, and the 

positron decay(Fig. I), followed on a "magnetic counter!!, also 

through six half-lives. The half-life is 145 t 3 minutes. 

The radiations consist of positrons, x-rays andy-rays. No 

negative electrons were observed. The aluminum absorption curve of 

the 145-minute activity from Pr + p bombardment, corrected for decay 

during the time of measurement, is shown in Fig. II. The range of 

the electron, 245 ~ 5 mg/cm2 (0.7 Mev), agrees with the value of the 

positron energy measured on the magnetic counter. The lead absorp

tion (Fig. III) shows electromacnetic radiations of half-thicknesses 
. . 

39 t 2 mg/cm2 (38 Kev), ~4.5 g/cm2 (0.5 Mev) and 11.5 g/cm2 lead 

(1.2 Mev). The soft component agrees well with the K x-radiation of 

praseodymium, while the low abundant 0.5 Nev Y -ray is almost cer-

tainly annihilation radiation. 

From the measurements, the following ratios were calculated: 

counting efficiencies of 0.5% for the K x-rays and 0.5-Mev Y-rays, 

and 1.2~~ for the 1.2 Iiev y -radL:tion were assumed, together with a 

fluorescence yield of 0.8 for the K x-radiation. 

8+: K x-re.ys: 0.5 Nev y : 1.2 Mev y = 0.02: 1: 0.02: 0.02. 

It is thus clear that the isotope decays by orbital electron capture 

with approximately 2;~ positron branching. The hard y -radiation 

probably arises from an excited or metastable state of the daughter 

nucleus following electron capture. 

From the measured K x-ray intensities, together with data on 

chemical yields and bombardment, the cross section far• production 
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of the 145-minute activity has been calculated. For 10-Mev protons 

a value of 3 x 10-2 barns was obtained. The deuteron cross sections 

are given in Table II below. 

II. 3.3-Day Nd140 

In the column separated neodymium fraction from Pr + d bombard-

ments a new long-lived activity was observed. The half-llfe, meas

ured through seven periods, is 3.3±0.1 days. The aluminum absorp

tion (Fit:;. IV) shows a hard electr·on, range 1156:50 rne/cm2 (2.4 Mev) 

with K x-ray and 'f-ray backc;round. The lead absorption (Fie;. V) 

shows K x-radiation, 40 mg/cm2 (38 Kev) half-thickness, together with 

harder Y -radiation. If a small percenta,:::;e of hard Y -radiation 

r""l2 g/cm2 lead(l.2 ~1ev) is assumed to be present, the bulk of the 
' 2 Y -ran.iation has a half-thickness of 4.6 : 0.1 c;/cm lead(0.5l 11ev). 

The ratio of e lect:eons to the various e lectromagnotic radiations ob-

t.::ined is: 

Ele etrons: K x-rays: 0. 51 MevY a .-.--1.2 Mev Y 

0.2: 1 : 0.2 : 0 .. 01 

Study of the electron radiations on the ma,snetic counter showed that 

positrons of energy 2 .. 4 to 2.5 Mev, were present. no negative 
' 

electrons were observed. The positron energy agrees well with that 
. ' . 6 

reported· for· the ·3·. ·5-mlnut e .Pr14 o.. · · · 

(6) o. Huber, o. Lianhard, P. Scherrer, H. VV!iffler, Helv. Phys .. 
Acta· 18, 22 (1945). 
J. w. DeWire, M. Lo Pool, J. D. Kurbatov, l?hys. -"?.ev. 61, 544, 
564 ( 1942) • 
K. E. Weimer, T'I • L. Pool, J. D. Kurbatov, Phys. Rev. 63, 67 
{ 194 3) • . ..... 
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The observed radiations of the 3.3-oay activity are consistent 

vvith the isotope, Nd140, decaying by orbital electron capture, in 

0 1' b , 0 th - t "t - tt. p 140 , ht equ1 1 rnun w1 1 s pos1 ron em1 1ng r o.aug er. The observed 

O. 5 11ov Y -radiat )_on is undoubtedly annihilation radiation. the 
' 

harder Y -ray may be associated vrith either Pr 140 or Nd 140 • From 

the ratio of positrons to K x-racUation, it appears that the; daushtor 

Prl40 activity is not a pure posj_tron emitter, but decays also by 

orbital electron capture, about ~two-thirds of the Pr140 disintegra-

tions proceeding by this process. 

A l''apid chemical sepa:eation ·7 of praseodymium and neodymiu.m was 

{7} N. E·. Ballou, private communication. 

attempted in order to show the chem:l.cal identity of tho 3. 3 day 

activity. The mixed rare e al"th chlorides were fused with pot as si um 

hydrox1de at 450° C. for per]_ods from 5 to 15 minutes. After ex-

tracting the melt with water, the mixed oxides we~e leached with lN 

acetic acid. The neodymium oxide which c1issolves prefel"entiolly was 

recovered as hydroxide for c mJ.nt ing. The praseodymhun remains 

largely in the r_esidue insoluble in acetic acid. Although the 

chemical separation achieved is unsatisfactory, the activity of the 

neodymium fraction has been observed to grow, showing the fo1~ation 

of a dau,shter activity. Tho half-llfe of the daughter activity 

appears to be about 1.5 minutes, somewhat shorter than the value of 

3.5 minutes roporte~8 for Prl40. 

{8) n. L·.· ·Pool, L. L. Quill·, ·Phy·s. Rev.· 53·, 437 {19·3-8}. · · · · · · 
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Additional evidence for the allocation of the 3.3-day activity 

to Ndl40, and its pr0duction by Pr-d-3n reaction has been obtained 

from yields in tho deuteron bombardment of praseodymium. It vlas 

assumed that 0.6 of the measured K x-radiation of the 3. 3 day activicy 

represe-nt one c1 isintegration of Ndl40. In Table II are given the 

cross sections for production of the isotopes Pr142 , Nd
141 

and 

Nd 140 • The yields of the Pr142 vre:.:'e calculated from measured ~-

activity. The absolute values of the yields may be in error in view 

of the uncertainties in counting efficiencies, etc., but the relative 

Table II 

Cross Sections in Barns for Deute:con Reo.ctions ori Praseodymium 

Ha1f-Life· Deuteron Energy· ... \. Reaction !Isotope --, 
19 !1ev 9 !1ev 

19.3 hours 0.06 0.1 d,p Prl42 

145 minutes 0.·3 0.9· d,2n NdJ-4.1. 

·3.3 days· 0-.08· --- d·,·3n Nd.l4.0. 
I 

yields of the three reactions at the two bombarding energies should 

be more reliable. 
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Decay of 115-min. Ndl;1, 1 posi t:c:on from Pr + d b.:.~!nbarc.
ment followed on ''mac;netic counter". A is the 14::':
min. activity andB tl-l.e 3. 3-day background. 

Alumimun absorption of radL.1ticns of 145-rnin. ~1Jd141 
from Pr + p bombardment. Slecti•ome.::.;netic rac--i_iation 
background (A), positron racU ation range 24 G me;/cm2 (:S). 

Lead absorption of electroma:':netic racl&tlon of 14 S
min. Ndl41 frurn f'r + Q bombardment. Hard '!"-radiation 
(A), 0.5 Mev y --1 ay (B) and K x-11 ays (C). 

Aluminum absorption of radiations of column sepa::·r. ted 
3. 3-c'.ay Ndl40 from Pr + d bombarc1.ment. El ec troma_- netic 
radiation background (A) positrons ::'ange 1150 ± 50 
mg/cm2(B). 

Leac_ absorptic~l of ra-"intions o:~ cohunn sepo.r2.tecl. 3.3-
ci.ay Ndl40 from Pr + d bombai'dment. Estimated hard 
y -ray contributi~n(A) 1 0.51 Mev Y -ray (B) and K x-rays 
(c) • 
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